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Using optical birefringence, small-angle neutron scattering, and field-theoretic methods, we study
the effects of frustrating quenched randomness and connectivity on microphase ordering in copolymer
melts. Our results show that randomly grafted copolymers are good model systems to examine these
effects, and we find that these materials exhibit behavior different from that observed heretofore for
other types of molten polymers. [S0031-9007(99)08822-5]

PACS numbers: 61.41.+e, 61.12.Ex
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Mixtures of incompatible homopolymers form distinc
macroscopic phases when cooled below a certain tempe
ture. In contrast, due to frustration presented by cha
connectivity, molten copolymers comprised of incom
patible segments form ordered microphases when coo
below the phase transition temperature. The physics
microphase ordering in copolymers withordered se-
quence distributions (e.g., diblock copolymers) has be
studied extensively, e.g., [1], and many exotic microstru
tures with potential applications have been observed.

Recent years have witnessed a surge of interest
copolymers withdisorderedsequence distributions. A
simple example is provided by connecting two types o
segments to form linear chains with disordered sequenc
(a linear random copolymer or LRC). The disordered s
quence distribution is quenched and leads to frustratio
not present in copolymers with ordered sequence dist
butions. Fundamental interest in systems with quench
disorder and the relevance of LRCs as models to stu
protein folding have motivated many theoretical studie
e.g., [2]. The effects of frustrating quenched randomne
and chain connectivity on microphase ordering in LRC
have been considered by theorists, e.g., [3]. Theorists ha
also examined the disordered molten state of polymers w
quenched randomness and branched architectures, e.g.
6]. However, experiments probing microphase orderin
in copolymers with disordered sequences have not be
conducted, largely because of the difficulty of synthesi
ing LRCs with controlled sequence statistics.

We consider a class of copolymers that embodi
competing interactions and frustrating sequence disord
that can be synthesized with well-characterized sequen
statistics. Specifically, we have a homopolymer backbo
(A-type segments) of lengthN onto which are graftedp
branches (B-type segments) of lengthM. The branch
points are randomly located on the backbone and can
anneal after synthesis is complete. Each chain in a m
of these copolymers has a different sequence of bran
points. We refer to these materials as randomly graft
896 0031-9007y99y82(14)y2896(4)$15.00
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copolymers (or RGCs). An RGC was synthesized by
combination of anionic polymerization and selective silan
coupling [7]. Microphase ordering in this well-
characterized RGC melt wherein the branch poi
fluctuations are short range correlated with a mean va
of pyN is then studied by optical birefringence an
small-angle neutron scattering (SANS). We also devel
a field-theoretic model for describing microphase orderin
in such RGCs. Our analysis shows that as the system
cooled below the microphase transition temperature,
length scale on which the system orders is first strong
temperature dependent and then becomes essentially t
perature independent. In the latter region, the theoreti
analysis is in excellent agreement with our SANS da
We discuss the physical origin of the observed behav
which is different from that predicted for LRCs and tha
observed for diblock copolymers.

ConsiderNp chains, withrisnd being the spatial loca-
tion of thenth segment on the backbone of theith chain,
and letrijsmd be the spatial location of themth segment of
thejth branch on theith chain. Let the sethnijj represent
the quenched locations of the branch points. The partiti
function for a particular realization of branch point loca
tions can be written as

Zfnijg 
ZZ

DrAsrd
ZZ

DrBsrd

3 exphSfrAsrd; rBsrd; nijg

2 EfrAsrd; rBsrdgj , (1)

where rA and rB are coarse-grained macroscopic field
corresponding to local volume fractions. The energyE is

E 
1
2

Z
dr h22xm2srd 1 c2f=msrdg2j , (2)

wherec2 is the surface tension,x is the Flory parameter,
msrd  zBrAsrd 2 zArBsrd, and zA and zB are the av-
erage volume fractions ofA- and B-type segments. The
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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entropyS is given by
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#
, (3)
pic
te
wherel is the statistical segment length ofA- andB-type
segments, and we have subsumed appropriate factor
volume in the definitions of thed functions.

We now need to perform a quenched average ov
the branch point locations in order to obtain the fre
s of

er
e

energy corresponding to a particular set of macrosco
density fields. Using the replica method [8] to compu
the quenched average, and introducing the fieldsgsrd and
fsrd conjugate to the single chain fields,rA and rB,
obtains
orce
ribing

eing

for the
kRnl 
Y
a

ZZ
Dfasrd

ZZ
Dgasrd exp

(
i
X
a

Z
dr fgasrdrA

asrd 1 fasrdrB
asrdg

)

3

*Y
a

ZZ
Drasnd

Y
j

ZZ
DrjasmdPfrjasmdgPfrasndg

Y
j

dsssrjas0d 2 rasnjdddd

+
(4)

with the averaged entropykSl  limn!0 skRnl 2 1dyn. We have taken NpsN 1 pMdyV  1, and the
angular bracket denotes the quenched average;Pfrasndg  P0frasndg expf2i

R
dn gasssrasnddddg, Pfrjasmdg 

P0frjasmdg expf2i
P

j

R
dm fasssrjasmddddg. P0 are the Gaussian functions in preceding equations that enf

connectivity, andi 
p

21. Although each chain has a different sequence, since the distribution function desc
the fluctuations in branch point locations is the same we use the symbolnj in Eq. (4).

We now expand the functionalsP in powers of the conjugate fields up to fourth order, with the bare propagators b
GaussiansP0d. Carrying out the resulting integrals, performing the average over the distribution ofnj, and evaluating
the functional integrals over the conjugate fields using saddle points we find the replica symmetric solution
entropy to be

kSl  2
1
2
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dq $rW $r 2
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dq $rW $r
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dq1

Z
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dq1

Z
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dq1
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wherekM0l  W21, $rT  srA, rBd, and underlined sym-
bols are matrices.

Combining Eq. (5) with Eq. (2) obtains the free energ
functional that we seek. Detailed derivations of the math
matical formulas forM0, Gs3d, andGs4d will be presented in
a forthcoming longer account [9]. Here, for brevity and i
order to see the essential issues clearly, we remark on t
mathematical forms before presenting detailed resu
The quadratic termsF2d in our free energy functional
contains terms proportional toq2 and1yq2. The physical
origin of the Coulombic term inF2 is the stoichiometric
constraint that forces the branches to be connected
the backbone at specific points.F2sqd depends upon
temperature but exhibits a minimum with a temperatu
independent value ofq at the minimum. In an earlier
effort [5], a free energy functional for molten RGCs wa
obtained up to quadratic order (identical toF2), and the
structure factor in the disordered phase was studied a
function of various parameters. However, as mention
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in passing in [5] and as we shall see, the quartic terms p
an important role in determining the physics of micropha
ordering. The fourth term in Eq. (5),F41sqd, originates
from the quenchedfluctuationsin branch point locations
It is a temperature dependent monotonic function t
decays sharply withq at relatively small values ofq. The
last term in Eq. (5)sF42d contains contributions from the
mean valuesof the quenched disorder. It resemblesF2sqd
with the minimum shifted to higher values ofq.

In this first attempt to understand microphase order
in incompressibles1  rA 1 rBd RGC melts, we con-
sider a lamellar microstructure. Thus, we takerAsrd 
D cossq ? rd 1 zA. Our results are obtained by minimiz
ing the free energy with respect toD andjqj.

Figure 1 shows our prediction of the optimal wa
vector as a function ofxM for N  2138, M  285,
and p  16 (the reason for these choices will be ma
clear shortly). At high temperature (lowxM) we have
a disordered phase, andqp is small and invariant with
2897
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FIG. 1. Optimal wave vector (nondimensionalized byl) as a
function of xM.

temperature. Immediately below the microphase sepa
tion transition (MST)qp increases strongly with tempera
ture, a feature reminiscent of earlier predictions for LRC
[3]. At lower temperatures yet,qp becomes essentially
temperature independent. The range of temperature o
which qp varies strongly with temperature depends upo
M and p. For LRCs, a continuous variation ofqp with
temperature is predicted [3]. For diblock copolymers,qp

decreases with temperature upon ordering largely due
chain stretching [10].

The reason for the unusual variation ofqp with tem-
perature for RGCs is the following. As in [5], in the dis
ordered stateD2  0 and qp , sN 1 pMd21y2. Below
the MST, the system begins to order on smaller scal
Immediately below the MST, the scale on which the sy
tem orders is still much larger than the branch lengt
and so RGCs approach the limit of LRCs. Because
uncorrelated fluctuations in the branch point location
there is no natural length scale on scales much larg
than the branch length. As for LRCs [3], this makesqp

a strong function of temperature because as tempera
decreases the entropic contribution to the free energy c
tinuously becomes less important, and the system ord
on progressively smaller scales due to the energetic dr
ing force. Mathematically,qp is determined by the inter-
play of F41 and F2 (sinceF41 ¿ F42 at this stage), and
it increases sharply as temperature decreases becaus
the form of F41 discussed earlier. For LRCs, this tren
continues, andqp approaches monomeric scales. How
ever, for RGCs, whenqp corresponds to scales commen
surate with the branch length, a natural length scale (
branch length) emerges. Thus, once the temperature
low enough thatqp corresponds to the length scale of th
branches, it becomes essentially temperature independ
Now F41 ø F42, and themean valueof the quenched
randomness is more important than thestrength of the
fluctuations. We caution that deep in the ordered re
gion sxM ¿ 10d our analysis is inappropriate because o
strong segregation effects and chain stretching [10].
2898
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We prepared RGCs with a polybutadiene (PB) backbo
and polystyrene (PS) branches. We first synthesize
PB backbone using standard anionic polymerization. T
resultant polymer contained 91% 1–4 units and 9%
2 units [11]. This polymer is then reacted with HSiMe2Cl
in the presence of a Pt catalyst which selectively sila
the pendant C——C bond in the 1–2 units. The silated PB
is then reacted with living polystyryllithium, which is poly-
merized in a separate reactor by conventional anionic po
merization, to give the RGC. The backbone, the branch
and the final RGC were characterized by size exclus
chromatography, light scattering, and NMR spectrosco
[7]. We can prepare polymers with different values o
p, N , and M by adjusting the molecular weights of th
PS and PB precursors and the concentration of the sil
coupling agent. As a first step, we have prepared a R
with N  2138, M  285, andp  16. (The experimen-
tal parametersx, N , M, and l are based on a monome
reference volume of100 Å3.) The reason for the choice
of parameters in Fig. 1 should now be clear.

Optical birefringence and SANS experiments were co
ducted on a 1 mm thick melt of the RGC held betwee
optical flats. The experiments were conducted over a te
perature range of 110 and 180±C (above the glass transi
tion temperatures of PS and PB). The apparatus used
the optical experiments is described in [12]. The samp
was held between crossed polarizers in a temperature c
trolled stage and the total transmitted light in the ran
0 , q , 2.56 mm21 (q  4p sinsuy2dyl, u is the scat-
tering angle, and the wavelength of incident light,l 
0.632 mm) was focused onto a photodetector using a le
The temperature dependence of the measured optical
nal is shown as an inset in Fig. 2. In previous studi
of diblock copolymers [12], it was shown that the orde
disorder transition is announced by a discontinuous dr
in the birefringence signal to less than 1 millivolt. Th
birefringence signal from the RGC melt is finite and com
parable in magnitude to that obtained for ordered diblo
copolymers [12] over the entire temperature range that
have studied. This is indicative of an ordered phase; i
for these values ofN , M, p, and density we are unable to
access the MST. However, extrapolation of the birefri
gence data suggests that the MST occurs atxM , Os10d.
This is consistent with the prediction in Fig. 1.

SANS experiments on the RGC melt were conduct
on the NG5 beam line at the NIST in Maryland [13
The measured scattering intensity was corrected for ba
ground and empty cell scattering, detector sensitivity,
coherent scattering, and converted to absolute cohe
scattering intensity,Isqd (l  1.2 nm for neutrons) [14].
We find the scattering profiles (shown at selected te
peratures in Fig. 2) to be independent of thermal histo
A single scattering peak is evident at all temperature
and the coherent scattering intensity goes to zero (wit
experimental uncertainty) in both high and lowq limits.
These features, coupled with finite birefringence signa
are classic signatures of microphase ordering in wea
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FIG. 2. Experimental data for a PSyPB RGC melt at selected
temperatures in the ordered state. Main figure: SANS da
inset: optical birefringence.

ordered systems (e.g., [12]). However, the widths of th
scattering peaks we obtain are considerably larger th
those seen for ordered diblock copolymers [1]. This
clearly the effect of randomness in branch point location

The order parameter in our theory is characterized
two parameters,qp and the scattering intensity at the pea
sIp ~ jDj2d. Figure 3 compares the experimentally dete
mined Ip with theory. We assume thatx has the famil-
iar temperature dependencex  A 1 ByT and adjust the
values ofA andB to obtain the best fit to the experimen
tal data. We find thatA is vanishingly smalls,0.003d,
and B  20 obtains the best fit shown in Fig. 3. This
value of B is in agreement with that reported [15] for a
PSyPB diblock copolymersB  19d. According to Fig. 1,
the corresponding values ofxM place the experimental
data in a region close to the crossover from strongly tem
perature dependent to essentially temperature independ
values ofqp. In this window, our theory indicates (us-
ing l  5.02 Å for PS [15]) thatqp should lie between
0.027 and0.028 Å21. For reference, we also note that th

FIG. 3. Peak scattering intensity in SANS experiments as
function of xM. e symbols are measured values, and th
curve represents the theoretical fit.
ta;
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asymptotic value ofqp deep in the ordered region (Fig. 1
is 0.033 Å21. Within experimental uncertainties, the dat
in Fig. 2 show thatqp is independent of temperature an
equals0.032 6 0.001 Å21. The agreement between the
ory and experiment is reasonable considering the expe
mental uncertainties inx, M, N , andp.

To summarize, we demonstrate that melts of random
grafted copolymers are good model systems to stu
the effects of frustration due to quenched randomne
on microphase ordering. In the region where we ha
experimental data, our theory and experiments are
agreement. Further work mapping out other regions
the phase diagram by varyingx, N , M, and p seems
warranted.
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